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Motorcycles and Dirt bikes user guide
Click to Here to Register
Following on from the Motor Vehicle user guide, you can now quote and bind new business policies
for motorcycles and dirt bikes.
Already have a client in your system? Search their name in the client search field.
Need to register them? You only need to do this once.

Select which product, Dirt bike or Motorcycle.
Dirt bike: The Dawes Dirt Bike product caters for unregistered dirt bikes for fire, theft and transit
cover. There is no cover under their own power/whilst in use and no legal liability with this policy.
Motorcycle: The Dawes Comprehensive Motorcycle product caters for road registered motorcycles
including high end, high performance sports, cruisers, tourers and dual-sport bikes.
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Dirt Bike Quotes





Tick the box to indicate you have understood the Duty of Disclosure requirements
Select Number of dirt bikes to insure via drop down menu
Confirm Insured
Search for the Dirt Bike using the drop down lists. This is linked to Glasses Guide

If your dirt bike is not in the drop down menu, same as motor vehicle process, find the nearest make
/ model and then select ‘NOT FOUND’ as per below and enter the bike details manually:










Follow the question set with Accessories, Modifications, purchase price and date, any
damage and any finance, type of use and overnight parking
Any questions that have a free format field appear, please answer as best as possible
Coverage for Dirt Bikes is market value
Answer the claims and criminal conviction questions. If anything to disclose please provide
as much information as possible
You can upload files / photos / anything in the ‘other details’ section if need be
Submit quote
Depending on underwriting factors, you may get an instance price!
Enter a VIN and/or Engine number to proceed. At this stage an automated email will be
sent with quote summary. You can view PDS / SPDS / FSG etc at anytime in the documents
menu on RHS
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You can at this stage common due date, reduce commission and then proceed to bind or
simply save and exit for now
Any endorsement clauses are shown on this page

Bind interim cover: you and your client are happy with terms and would like to bind cover
Submit for manual review: If you wish for an underwriter to review, select this option and
follow the prompts
Unlock quote: If you need to unlock to correct something, such as address or bike
Cancel quote: if you wish to disregard this quote request. Please note once cancelled it
cannot be reopened and a new quote will need to be done

This is the same process as you’ll find on our Motor Vehicle product. Please refer to the user guide
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Motorcycle Quotes


















Tick the box to indicate you have understood the Duty of Disclosure requirements
Select Number of motorcycles to insure via drop down menu
Confirm Insured
Is the Motorcycle a custom built Chopper? If YES, please complete 4 free format fields to
start the quote. As much information as possible is needed.
If the Motorcycle is NOT a custom built chopper, search for the Motorcycle using the drop
down lists. This is linked to Glasses Guide
Use same steps as Dirt Bike when searching or if the model is not found
Does the motorcycle have accessories or modifications? Answer accordingly
Dawes provides $1,000 worth of riding apparel cover free. If you wish for more cover please
select the drop down
Confirm the purchase date, price and coverage sought (Market value or Agreed value)
Select use and frequency of use. Frequency can be regular, recreational or storage cover.
Please note Dawes cannot cover some motorcycles for regular use
Provide an estimate by selecting annual kilometres
Answer the overnight and daytime parking questions
With Motorcycle, you can opt to protect the NCB
Select the amount of riders. All riders need to equal a total of 100% For example; two riders
could be 50% each use. If any claims or licence issues please select from the drop down
menu’s accordingly

If the riders are over 40 years of age, we will give you the option to choose the cover of ‘My
Bike’ or ‘MY40’. Please note the prescribed age clauses for which product you select
At this stage too you can upload photos or a purchase invoice or even a driver/rider history
extract.
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Submit quote
As with Dirt Bike, depending on the underwriting factors you may get an instant price
allowing you to bind right away

We will also provide a premium split for both products if you wish to see the difference if the rider is
40 or over.

You may also at this stage common due date or reduce commission
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Enter a VIN and/or Engine number to proceed. At this stage an automated email will be
sent with quote summary. You can view PDS / SPDS / FSG etc at anytime in the documents
menu on RHS
Any endorsement clauses are shown on this page

Bind interim cover: you and your client are happy with terms and would like to bind cover
Submit for manual review: If you wish for an underwriter to review, select this option and
follow the prompts
Unlock quote: If you need to unlock to correct something, such as address or bike
Cancel quote: if you wish to disregard this quote request. Please note once cancelled it
cannot be reopened and a new quote will need to be done

This is the same process as you’ll find on our Motor Vehicle product. Please refer to the user guide

Need help?
Underwriting:
Email:

insure@dawes.com.au

Phone:

1300 188 299

Tech support (login and account info)
Email:

techsupport@steadfasttech.com.au

Phone:

1300 729 935

Need to close a new business policy but interim cover has expired as gone over 14 days? Call the
UW team before you make any changes on 1300 188 299

